Roll the dice

Set up an array of objects (or pictures) then label each one with a number.

It is probably best to start with one die 1 – 6 but then you could progress to two dice and use the numbers 1 – 12.

To begin with you may prefer to use the English words for numbers, but, before long, you can move on to using the Cornish number words.

Roll a big foam die so that everyone can see the number.

Ask “Pyth yw …number five?”.

Ask for hands up and see whether pupils can correctly name the target picture (not forgetting “…yw.”)

If they are incorrect, disagree with them; “Nag yw!” or, “Nyns yw pluven!”

If they are correct, praise them and agree with them, for example “Yw! Lyver yw!”

Play exactly the same game but in pairs (with one/two dice per pair).